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EXECUTIVE MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE
OCTOBER 20, 2022

SUBJECT: GENDER ACTION PLAN

ACTION: RECEIVE AND FILE

RECOMMENDATION

RECEIVE AND FILE the Metro Gender Action Plan (Attachment A).

ISSUE

Although women comprise over half of all transit ridership, their mobility needs, concerns, and
preferences have not been critically accounted for in the way our transportation systems are planned.
The Understanding of How Women Travel (UHWT) study’s core findings provided a rich
understanding of women's travel needs and the challenges they experience.  These findings provided
a foundation of knowledge upon which Metro can actively work toward enhancing the quality of the
travel experience for women in LA County through the Gender Action Plan (GAP).

BACKGROUND

In 2017, Women & Girls Governing Council (WGGC) was established to eliminate barriers faced by
women when using public transportation. In February 2018, the WGGC recommended embarking on
the UHWT study to understand more about these issues, to improve women and girls’ experiences
on Metro, and cultivate more gender-inclusive practices at Metro.

In 2019, the UHWT study analyzed women’s travel patterns; identified common barriers and
challenges focused on four themes to be explored further by the GAP. The UHWT study found that
disaggregated gender data was not collected, making it more difficult to understand patterns of travel
or preferences. Results of the UHWT study pointed to findings related to how and when women
travel, and their most significant barriers and challenges when traveling on transit.  Key findings from
that study:

· Women account for a larger share of Metro bus and rail ridership

· Almost 90% of all female riders who use the system, ride more than three days per week.

· 57% of women bring their children on transit.

· Women in Los Angeles are also more likely than men to travel mid-day, with a travel peak
around 2 PM when transit service may be reduced.
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· Based on the How Women Travel survey, the top reason that women find it difficult to ride
transit is they do not feel it is safe. While 60% of female riders who participated in the survey
feel safe riding Metro during the day, that number plummets to just 20% at night. Safety
perceptions for waiting and walking to the stop or station were even lower.

· The physical design of vehicles and stop/station spaces also create access challenges for
women. Women were observed in our study traveling with bags, carts, and strollers.
Negotiating the space on transit vehicles and at stops and stations appeared to be a
challenge.

· Fewer than 40% of female riders surveyed for this study feel that transit is comfortable or that
transit vehicles have the space they need for their belongings and 44% - of women’s transit
trips are longer than an hour.

The Gender Action Plan (GAP) digs deeper into data and trends and uses Metro’s recent initiatives to
create a foundation for actionable and measurable changes. The GAP will allow Metro to align
existing work, with new strategies specifically intended to improve travel experiences for women.

DISCUSSION

Metro aims to provide world-class public transportation for all the people of LA County, one key
aspect of that mission is making sure the needs of people are what drives Metro’s plans, policies,
and actions - which in turn requires that Metro pay special attention to the needs of women and other
groups that may not have historically been included in this planning process.

The GAP is Metro’s commitment to view all policy, planning, and design efforts through a gender lens
that recognizes the diversity of its riders and to closing the gender gap through gender equitable,
programs, policies, and services.

With distinct travel patterns and amplified travel concerns, women’s travel needs have been omitted
in the design of our transportation system. As Metro transforms the
customer experience, leading with equity, now is the time to address these needs. Studies have
shown that women are more likely to travel throughout the middle of the day with children in tow and
are more likely to feel unsafe traveling at night. Metro aims to create a better customer experience by
bringing a gender-focused perspective to the delivery of our services. This Gender Action Plan
establishes a framework and implementation plan that responds to the expressed needs and
preferences of women riders.

The primary goals of the GAP are to:
· Raise awareness of the gender differences in travel

· Ensure diverse gender perspectives are considered in Metro’s policies, projects,
programs, and services

· Address gender gaps related to Metro’s policies, projects, programs, and services

· Improve the quality and accessibility of Metro’s services for women

· Create measurable progress toward the GAP goals
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Building off that work, the GAP provides specific strategies on how gender perspectives can be
incorporated into the design and implementation of Metro’s policies, projects, programs, and
services. Drawing from best practice research from within the transit industry, input from focus groups
and public outreach, and analysis of recent data sources, the GAP defines actions and desired
outcomes of gender-inclusive strategies and programs centered around four themes:

· safety

· fare policy

· service frequency & reliability

· station/stop & vehicle design

Due to the changing landscape of COVID-19 response and economic recovery, the importance of
safety, cleanliness, comfort, and costs for women are further heightened. The improvements
articulated in this Gender Action Plan will not only improve travel experiences for women - they will
benefit the experience of all riders.

APPROACH

The analysis approach for the action plan is built on a foundation of social justice principles and
sociological methods. It was designed to capture “hard-to-reach" populations and employ the
project's intersectional approach to gender. While traditional collection techniques such as findings
from the UHWT study, best practice research, public workshops, focus groups, and comment cards
helped inform this analysis, much of the data collection process revolved around conversations with
the community. Metro is committed to an ongoing effort to create understanding, trust, and a two-way
partnership with the community we serve.  Central to the effort was a series of workshops and
interviews with community-based based organizations and stakeholders.  The outreach process
aimed to understand which of the most relevant practices would best meet the needs of women
riders.

Metro also conducted:

· Additional research on the UHWT Study: Additional research was conducted to expand on the
areas of focus identified in the UHWT study, especially considering the changes in travel
behavior due to the pandemic.

· Internal Gender Audit of Metro’s Current Plans, Programs, Policies, & Projects: The Gender Audit (Audit) was one
of the key first steps of the GAP, and was an element of the Gender Analysis process. The Gender Audit (Audit)
evaluated Metro governing documents, plans, policies, programs, and projects adopted or in development since
the UHWT was prepared using a critical gender lens to determine their responsiveness to the unique travel needs
of women.
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· Department interviews- To understand how policies, programs, and plans address gender from
an internal staff perspective.

· Workshops with transit agencies- Research, workshops, and interviews were conducted to gain a deeper
understanding of gender-inclusive practices and strategies.  To supplement best practices research, virtual
workshops were held with nine transit agencies in the U.S. and two international agencies to gather more insight
into their practices. Three virtual GAP workshops were held with staff from these 11 transit agencies.

These efforts helped identify existing gaps and issues areas for improvement and create a basis of knowledge for
developing a set of impactful, implementable strategies in the GAP.

Gender Analysis Tool (GAT)

The GAP starts with an overarching strategy, the Gender Analysis Tool (GAT), that aims to institutionalize Metro’s
dedication to gender equity across all future policies, programs, and investments. This tool will create a tangible process
through a gender lens and will create a rich source of data to allow Metro to understand how things are improving for
women riders over time. The GAT provides a guide for staff to identify and articulate how Metro can better anticipate and
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support the needs of women riders.

The GAT creates a formalized and ongoing process to understand how all future investments impact and perform in
relation to gender. This critical need corresponds with Metro’s Strategic Plan goals to deliver outstanding trip experiences
for all users and to provide responsive and accountable governance within the organization.

The GAT will instill a culture of gender equity by ensuring that gender issues, benefits, and challenges are considered
during the initiation, development, and evaluation of all policies, projects, programs, and actions.

GAP Strategies

The GAP offers Metro a solid beginning to pioneer innovative gender-focused strategies. The strategies reflect the vision
and goals of the GAP - to raise awareness, consider diverse perspectives, address gaps, improve services for women
riders, and create measurable progress towards gender equity. The strategies are described through an understanding of
“What We Heard,” calling out supportive information from the gender analysis, and “Metro’s Solution” presenting the
proposed strategy. Also included is other background information on “how it will work”, “responsible parties”, and
applicable “cost and timeframes.” The strategies are organized by the four major themes i.e., safety; station, stop and
vehicle design; and fare policy.

The table below summarizes the strategies detailed in the GAP with information about their contribution to the GAP goals,
anticipated timeframes, and anticipated costs. Strategy timelines are characterized as short-term (less than one year),
medium-term (1-3 years), and long-term (3-5 years).
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Measuring Success

The GAP will make Metro the first major transit agency to monitor and evaluate customer experience
outcomes through a gender-oriented lens. This groundbreaking work continues Metro’s ongoing
efforts to innovate and lead the transit industry in creating evidence-based changes in the realm of
gender-responsive transit planning and customer service. To define and measure success for the
GAP each strategy has its own KPIs with both process-oriented and outcome-oriented metrics.

…Equity_Section
EQUITY SECTION

By understanding how all of Metro’s actions can affect people differently because of their gender,
Metro can more effectively work towards that goal of gender equity for women and girls and support
Metro’s customer-centric culture by improving rider experiences. The GAP advances a path to
gender equity for women and girls, providing specific recommendations to incorporate gender
perspectives into the design and implementation of Metro’s policies, projects, programs, and services
to improve the quality and accessibility of Metro’s services for women and girls. The GAP has 18
different strategic actions, such as improving lighting in and around stations and implementing fare
capping to address issues of multidirectional travel for women, each aimed at reaching one or more
of five primary goals:

1. Raising awareness of the gender differences in travel
2. Ensuring diverse gender perspectives are considered in Metro’s policies, projects, programs,

and services
3. Addressing gender gaps
4. Improving the quality and accessibility of Metro’s services for women
5. Creating measurable progress toward the GAP goals
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IMPLEMENTATION OF STRATEGIC PLAN GOALS

The Project supports the following strategic plan goals identified in Vision 2028: Goal 2 is to deliver
outstanding trip experiences for all users of the transportation system. Goal 3: Enhance communities
and lives through mobility and access to opportunity and Goal 5: Provide responsive, accountable,
and trustworthy governance within the Metro organization.

NEXT STEPS

With a deeper understanding of the role gender plays in the rider experience, the GAP will enable
Metro to meet the complex and diverse needs of women riders and support our goal to be the first
choice in transportation for all Angelenos. Staff will work with identified departments on the
implementation of the GAP strategies and report back to the board annually.

ATTACHMENTS

Attachment A - Metro’s Gender Action Plan
Attachment B - Gender Analysis Tool
Attachment C - Draft Station Evaluation Sheet

Prepared by: Meghna Khanna, Senior Director Countywide Planning & Development,
(213) 922-3931
Elba Higueros, Deputy Chief of Staff, (213) 922-6820

Reviewed by:  Nicole Englund, Chief of Staff (213) 922-7950
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